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CHAPTER 5 

 CONCLUSION 
After I analyzing Green Book movie script through the intrinsic approach, 

which consisting of characterization, plot, and setting of the story elaborated with 

analysis through approach using the theory of Racial Discrimination. It can be 

concluded that Green Book in Nick Vallelonga movie script can be analyzed 

through a Literary Psychology Approach. The result of the intrinsic approach that 

I describe with the extrinsic approach to prove that the theme of this research is 

analysis of Racial Discrimination in the character Don Shirley in Green Book by 

Nick Vallelonga.  

Dramatic and Third person point of view is the method that be used to 

analyze the characterization of the character in the Green Book by Nick 

Vallelonga.it can be proven in Don Shirley character that be black people, 

manage, genius, workaholic. That characterization will prove Racial 

Discrimination in the character Don Shirley from this movie script.  

Plot and Setting are used to Analyze the movie script by Nick Vallelonga 

entitled Green Book. The exposition begins when Don Shirley was looking for a 

private driver for a concert tour, then Tony Lip came for an interview. The rising 

action in this movie script when when Don Shirley wants to drink to the bar, when 

at the bar he is bullied by white people there, then at the concert venue Don 

Shirley wants to go to the toilet but he can't use the toilet in the house he can use 

the toilet outside the house. The climax in this movie script comes when Don 

Shirley's concert tour experiences racism from white people, then Don Shirley is 

not allowed to go out at night in the Sundown Town area, and is jailed for going 

out at night. The falling action in this movie script when Don Shirley said that 

Tony Lip was emotional because the policeman said that Tony Lip was a half 

nigger, but according to Tony Lip he was not emotional but because Don Shirley 

got out of the car in the rain, then Don Shirley didn't accept Tony Lip's words he 

asked Tony Lip to stop the car and Don Shirley said what he had been feeling in 

his life all this time. The resolution in this movie script is when he returned to new 
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york but Tony Lip was tired of carrying the car, then Don Shirley who brought the 

car to new york in front of Tony Lip's apartment, and Don Shirley celebrated 

Christmas at Tony Lip's house and his family received Don Shirley well.  

 

The concept of the literary psychology used in Green Book movie script is 

Racial Discrimination. The concept are elaborated with an intrinsic approach, 

namely characterization, plot and setting methods.  

 

The theme that is proven by using an intrinsic and extrinsic approach is the 

analysis of Racial Discrimination in Nick Vallelonga movie script entitled Green 

Book. It is proven by elaborating the extrinsic approach, which is the theory of 

Racial Discrimination with an intrinsic approach that is characterizing, plot, and 

setting methods.  

 

The moral of this research is teaching about how to treat other people well. 

Accepting the shortcomings of oneself and others, regardless the opinion of 

others. In addition, there is social conflicts which are shown to teach the 

importance of respecting other people and their whises. 

According to this research, there is potential for further research to analyze Green 

Book movie script through other approaches and concepts. This research can 

introduce other student about Racial Discrimination in this movie script and find 

out how the importance respecting others. This research can also be used as a 

comparision to write a better analysis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


